BOSE INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CO-OP

Category:
- Design Thinking, Strategic Design, Design Innovation, Participatory Design,
- Product Design
- Interaction Design Collaborative Design

Location of the internship: Framingham, Massachusetts, USA (30 minute drive west of Boston)
Internship period: flexible from June 2016 - December 2016 or beyond
Application deadline: the application can be sent until 30. April 2016

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERNSHIP

Bose Corporation is offering a six months Industrial Design Co-op at our in-house User Centered Design department in Framingham, Massachusetts, USA. Our User Centered Design department is made up primarily of industrials designers and UX designers, thus the intern or co-op will have the opportunity to work with our diverse staff on a variety of upcoming innovative audio products. The co-op will be mentored by one of our senior designers. It is a requirement that the designer will be returning to university for at least one more year after the co-op ends.

The company is offering:
This is a paid position, details to be discussed. Our co-op position is both a learning and contributive opportunity. Students are encouraged to take advantage of the expertise of the staff and to share their special abilities. Every co-op is also expected to spend a significant amount of time on a self-defined project, under the guidance of a Bose design mentor.

Student’s responsibilities:
The co-op can expect to engage in a wide range of design activities under the direction of staff and lead designers such as concept ideation, concept prototyping, form development, cad modeling, team meetings and design reviews. Our interns make significant contributions to projects and become important members of the team.

Qualifications / Skills:
We look for core skills including: strong concept visualization, creative design thinking, and proficiency the typical designers’ software. Also, a very collaborative and explorative personality is important.

CONTACT

Contact: DonPaul Nogueira, 100 Mountain Road, Framingham, MA 01701, USA

How to apply: please send a resume and pdf or link to your portfolio to ADID@bose.com

Opportunities after the internship: While there are no official opportunities, we have maintained working relationships with many of our interns and co-ops often in the form of contract work (even across the ocean) and when junior positions become available we often reach out to former interns and co-ops.